
Turning tides: A natural history of the  
        Wadden Sea 
 

Natural sciences are programmed  to discover order 
and regularities  in nature, 
while  a history of nature reveals the contingent events. 
 
 j Chance in the history of the Wadden Sea 
 k Why  natural history? 
 l    Contingency 
 m Learning from history for  
             nature protection. 
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Post-glacial sea level rise 

When rapid sea level rise 

levelled off, 

then sedimentation +/- kept 

pace until today. 

Emergence of the 

Wadden Sea 

No.1 



Late medieval 

flood disasters 

Coastal vulnerability increased, 

and sea incursions followed when 

dykes were neglected during 

epidemics, wars and other 

troubles. 

No.2 



1 No need for more arable land 

2 Steep rise of tourism 

3 Environmental crisis 

No.3 

Beltringharder Koog 

1987 



affected the history of 

the Wadden Sea 
by lotteries of coincidences 

 

1  

Emergence of the Wadden Sea: 

Slow down in SLR and ample 

sediment supply 

2  

Late medieval flood disasters: 

vulnerable land and vulnerable 

societies 

3  

New alliance with coastal nature: 

economic changes and 

environmental crisis 

 

Understanding the 

consequences of uniqueness 



Why natural history? 
 

Naturalis Historiae in antiquity from Aristotle to Pliny 

the Elder: 

Knowledge on nature versus the realm of reason 

 

18 th century Natural History  

Mainly descriptions of minerals, plants and animals 

Comte de Buffon 

1707-1788 

Carl von Linné 

1707-1778 

Bufo bufo L. 

Natural variety is unfolding according to 

a divine plan. 



Why natural history? 
 

19th century: End of Natural History as a comprehensive science, 

and naturalists became disparaged as amateurs. 

 

Natural History survived in names of museums and magazines 

 

A growing realization of temporality in nature culminated with  

Charles Darwin 1809-1882. 

 

 

 

Resurrection of Natural History   

in its literal sense:  

Studying timelines of populations,  

ecosystems and human-nature  

interactions. 

When, where and why? 
    



The concept of contingency 
is central to Natural History  

- accidentalness, uncertainty, chance and coincidence – 

 

Contingent events are neither inevitable nor impossible. 

 

Historical explanation (S.J. Gould 1990): 

The phenomenon E happened because D came before, preceded 

by C, B and A; otherwise there would have been no E. 

 

Spatial explanation: 

The phenomenon E arose because it happened to be near D, and at 

some distance to C, B and A. 

 

Predictions from abstract laws 

and narratives from contingent events  

should supplement each other. 



Experimental removal of lugworms: the role of contingency in the 

response of Turbellaria (indiv. 2 cm-2 / 0-5 cm) over 3 years 

Reise K (1983) Mar Biol 74:327-332 

Consilience of induction 



Biotic change in the Wadden Sea  

in the course of natural and human history 

Helgoland Marine Research 59 (1) 2005  Years   

ago 

7000 

1000 

100 

The “natural balance“ is a ghost of the past ! 

Big fish 
Big mammals 

and birds 
Oysters 



Turning tides: A natural history of the  
        Wadden Sea 
 

The timeline of the Wadden Sea is driven by  
contingent events of natural and human history. 
 
Natural History: from nature descriptions to an 
analytical history of nature. 
 
History  of contingencies as a source of inspiration  
for enriching the future of the wadden region. 
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